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Summary: The article presents the experience of studying the problem of 
interpreting the naïve art from the point of view of the latter’s inclusion 
in the space of the culture and the fine art of the XX century. The 
investigated issue determined the need to appeal to a review of the 
main trends of modernist art in general, as well as to certain aspects of 
art practices of post-modernism.
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Naïve Art has been traditionally associated with man’s natural striving 
for creative self-expression. No wonder an ordinary philistine overwhelmed 
by daily routines and worries can all of a sudden decide to take a brush 
or pencil. This simple art often belongs to a small circle of his friends 
and acquaintances. Amateurs, however, sometimes manage to enter the 
art world with confidence and occupy their place among truly gifted and 
socially active painting art professionals. The latter happens to deliberately 
simplify their creations making them look like children’s drawings or 
primitive art creations. All the “primitive” pieces of art are a hit with the 
public, In elaborate images and ingenuous narratives flatter even the most 
unsophisticated public’s eye. Instead, enlightened public believe the simple 
and seemingly primary “structures of everyday life” feature concentration of 
the most expressive signs of current culture like its genotype and paradigm 
trying to figure out ways and limits of its future progress in advance.
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Still, art by amateurs and self-taught artists does not really correspond 
to the term “primitive art”, since after all the latter is symbolically 
rendered work by professionals. On the other hand, in increasing 
frequency such art unites a lot of independent concepts like “art brut”, 

“row art”, “outsider art”, “folk art”, and other emphasizing similar features 
of very dissimilar art phenomena. The style, which naïve art rests on, 
is simple and clear. And still, its formal blurring appears truly amazing.

The term “naïve art” was invented by French art critics who were 
sated with salon academism imitation in the late XIX century. Then art 
desperately tried to find new expressive means. In the early XX century, 
all avant-garde trends already declared alteration of habitual stereotypes. 
But professional artists who tried to reconsider art by various non-
professionals including aborigines that never knew civilization and 
mental health clinics’ patients didn’t want to insult the taste of the 
educated public. But they were barbarians and mentalists just at first 

1. August Natterer. My eyes are at the time of revelation. 1911–1913
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2. Mark Shagal. Dedication to My intended. 1911
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3. Jean Dubuffet. Dhôtel nuancé d’abricot, 1947
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sight. Their striving for simplification and primitive art expression 
mostly proceeded from their need to get an integral and clear picture 
of the new world with its images getting more and more accessible and 
copyable because of photography art and cinematography development.

And still probably for the first time ever some amateurs and self-taught 
artists won recognition among the refined art elite. Parisian “Societe des 
Artistes Independants” (Society of Independent Artists) made famous 
creations by Henri Rousseau, customs officer, and self-taught painter. 
Another brilliant naïve art representative was Niko Pirosmani whose 
works enjoyed success at displays of art by Russian Futurists. The brilliant 
talent of the naïve artists, who won recognition among professionals, 
was neither rejected, nor mocked. The latter is not surprising at all. 
Passionarity of non-professional art boasted a powerful figurative 
potential which could considerably enrich the culture of highly developed 
art. It is no good, however, to overemphasize the associations. Painting 
art masters could easily set to primitive art to rise above professional 
routine. And they used naïve art as a stimulator or constructional 
material for their own figurativeness. This becomes particularly 
important when you look at creations by artists like Mark Shagal.

To link the declaration of naïve creativity as part of a whole-art 
process exclusively with modernist culture wouldn’t be entirely true. 
However, it can be assumed that to the unpredictability of the primitive 
otherness, the avant-garde art had, as they say, an open ear.

Another stage of naïve art history has to do with the post-war 
era. Heavy experiences and disappointments of World War II led to 
a considerable transformation of European art concept, so it now tended 
to the search for a completely lost “identity” amidst “inner chaos” and 
primitive layers of the psyche. This search presupposed the denial 
not only of museum realism but also of the experiments of the avant-
garde, which, evidently, was exhausted: under the pretext of talking 
about nature, in fact, a speech was already about simulation instead 
of spontaneity.

Emerging new programs and trends made art look wild and 
uncivilized1. And French painter and sculptor Jean Dubuffet wrote 
a lot of theoretical articles focusing on the necessity to overcome the 
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4. Ivan Selivanov. The Self-portrait. 1976
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“smothering culture” with the help of “rough” or “raw” art. Evaluating 
creations by outsiders —  artists that did not at all fit in the cultural 
model or did not try to comply with it —  Dubuffet denied the psychiatric 
approach insisting it was the art quality of art pieces that should 
be evaluated, rather than their creators’ mental health. By special 
displays and publications, Dubuffet started assembling historical and 
ethnographical collections of children’s art, tribal artifacts of non-
European barbarians, folklore, and mentally ill people’s art that had 
never been put in the front row so enthusiastically before. His efforts 
quite agreed with the epoch’s anti-elite sentiment: art was for everyone, 
rather than just for the so-called “creators”.

In 1948 Dubuffet arranged an exhibition bearing a provocative name 
“We Prefer “art brut” to Cultural Art” commenting on the exhibits in 
the catalog’s foreword: “We engage in an artistic enterprise that is 
completely pure, basic; totally guided in all its phases solely by the 
creator’s own impulses… Madness gives man wings and helps his 
power of vision; many of the objects (almost half) that our exhibition 
contains are works by people in psychiatric hospitals. We see no reason 
to segregate them, unlike others… The mechanisms of artistic creation 
are the same in them as in so-called normal people. This distinction 
between normal and abnormal seems to us to be quite far-fetched: who 
is normal? Where is he, your normal man? Show him to us!”2.

Through Jean Dubuffet’s efforts art brut or “raw” art which was 
absolutely free of European culture’s influence became another attribute 
of the XX century along with numerous modernist conceptions. The 
latterly involved experiments with close-to-madness states for achieving 
true freedom of art.

It should be noted the rise of Russian naïve art with its first wave 
falling on the 1960–1980’s mostly had to do with N. K. Krupskaya 
People’s Correspondence University of Arts. So naïve artists like the 
stove setter Ivan Selivanov and plasterer Pavel Leonov were recognized 
as “folk men of brilliance” to suddenly achieve general acknowledgment. 
Their creations became popular among collectors to be eventually 
exhibited in Moscow and abroad. The painters, however, didn’t show 
much interest in the future of their art pieces3.
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5. Aleksandr Lobanov. Stalin Photo-camera, the 1960’s
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Symptomatically, up to the 1990’s, there were just amateur artists 
and their art. The term “naïve art” appeared much later, when in 1991–
1992 the first gallery of naïve art “Dar” was founded, Some more time 
later, in 1996–1997 Moscow saw the opening of Outsiders’ Art Museum 
showing art by patients of psychiatric clinics. It was then that the terms 

“art brut” and “outsider art” took root in Russia.
Today art brut doesn’t just include art by mentally ill people. What is 

more, it includes art by prisoners, children, elderly people that decided 
to try their hand at art, hermits, street men, and even animals. Unlike the 
above-mentioned Henri Rousseau or even Pavel Leonov, these “captive 
artists” do not perceive themselves as creators in the true sense of the 
word and cannot take part in the art process. Art principles of today’s 
art brut masters are not usually corrected by outside influences. They 
paint relying on their own ideas of fine art. These authors tend to use 
the narration principle trying to tell the audience a story that turned out 
to be really exciting to them and embedded in their mind. Sometimes 
these artists continue the pictorial dialogue they have started verbally. 
After their paintings, they create verses and even songs to explain their 
images and seemingly prompt the only correct interpretation of their 
creations to recipients.

Away from their creators, however, paintings by naïve artists start 
prompting counterintuitive associations and controversial emotions 
and communicating weird and sometimes absolutely unexpected ideas. 
Whether it is an accident or regularity, is an open question. Indirectly the 
phenomenon may have to do with naïve artists’ unaccepted thinking and 
their unusual and sometimes even inadequate view of life. Departures 
from the generally accepted norm seem to help outsiders in creation. 
To them, art is mostly a way to return to their childhood dreams and 
attempt to change their not-so-fortunate life shadowed by their disease. 
And still it should not be forgotten that although a lot of patients of 
psychiatric clinics practice art, they create true pieces of art not more 
frequently than healthy artists. Brilliance is not directly related to mental 
diseases. Even if we assume that all brilliant creators were insane in 
one way or another, this does not at all mean that insanity guarantees 
creative talent or even more so brilliance. And still, sometimes the 
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disease maximally enhances artists’ imagination prompting multi-value 
and amazingly deep images.

Another artist to be mentioned here is the renowned representative 
of Russian art brut Aleksandr Lobanov, who remained under the care 
of doctors from Yaroslavl suburban psychiatric hospital for a long time. 
Lobanov suffered from mental retardation since at the age of seven 
he caught meningitis to remain dead mute for good and never learned 
either to read or to write. In total Lobanov spent in psychiatric clinics 
fifty-six years. Over the time he created different pieces of art including 
drawings, toys, handcrafted items, and pictures of weapons. He often 
depicted a nonexistent Mosin double-barreled gun4. Perhaps painting 
was his only way of communing with the world and attempt to keep the 
inner integrity of his personality intact. Creations by the sick artist are 
a mixture of ideological leaflets and confused impressions of his trips 
to the city, photo-studio, and hunter store. His pictures feature guns 

6. Judith Scott. Untitled. 1990’s
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as gutters and hybrids of birds’ heads and scissors. Works that made 
Lobanov popular around the world, however, were his creations that 
paradoxically reminded of absurd surrealistic Soviet Sots Art-like posters.

Anticipating Moscow conceptualists, in the 1960’s Lobanov chose 
a layer of communist ideology as an object of his art to create his 
own mythological space-pseudo-Soviet anti-reality. One of Lobanov’s 
best-known creations is the so-called “Stalin Photo-camera” with 
a mysterious inscription enhancing its absurd effect: “I. V. Stalin Photo-
camera. Invisibility. No Air. They do not Know. Keep Quiet”. The tyrant 
image seems to have been combined with an unknown photo-mechanism 
according to an evil idea of techno-utopia stunning and frightening the 
audience to the present day. However, Lobanov’s drawing can also be 
read outside the political context, for example, in the framework of eco-
mechanics and transhumanism. The latter once again proves that this 
work does not obey an exhaustive interpretation in principle.

Lobanov’s portraits of Stalin, Soviet symbols, and the miracle 
double-barreled gun, perfected by him, directly correspond with 
another significant phenomenon of Russian culture-amateur national 
gifts addressed to various institutions and figures of Soviet power. It is 
worth noting that the need to send pictures, letters, handmade objects 
to various instances, with the aim of establishing a direct dialogue with 
the authorities, to appeal to a fair intervention by the “higher forces”, 
is often one of the distinguishing features of people with the unstable 
psyche. Among such gifts, there are applique portraits of socialist 
leaders, executed in the most unexpected way from feathers of birds, 
pea grains, and even woven from human hair, mosaic compositions made 
of aluminum rivets and clinches of an aviation model, etc.5 All these 
artifacts on the one hand involuntarily resemble aboriginal donations, 
dedicatory gifts to a pagan deity, on the other —  Dada’s readymades 
or conceptual assemblies.

It should be admitted, that naïve art includes a lot of various 
manifestations, including those of a marginal nature. Some of them 
are very ascetic and artless. Some seem to claim average accuracy. 
And others exceed in their absurdity the boldest post-modern fantasies. 
They are a kind of basic material of being —  affordable and versatile. 
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Naturally, any sample of naïve art has a lot of connotations including 
close ones and distant ones. This helps artless creations to enjoy a new 
lease of life following art interpretations in private collections and 
museum expositions.
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